


The English Wardrobe Company 
designs, manufactures and fits 
luxury fitted wardrobes, dressing 
rooms, walk in wardrobes, walk 
through wardrobes, mirror 
wardrobes and bespoke cabinets. 
Our doors are generally ‘hinged 
wardrobe doors ’ and not ‘sliding 
wardrobes’, however, sliding 
doors can be manufactured to 
meet detailed matching design.

Our designs are inspired from 
periods of history, classic in every 
way, and the styles harmoniously 
blend into and compliment 
period homes and the modern 
homes of today.

Our contemporary designs 
visually enhance and functionally 
benefit the key areas of your 
living space.  Whether you wish 
for painted white wardrobe or 
mahogany hardwood vintage 
wardrobes, a run or a wardrobe 
corner, our bespoke specialist 
service works with individuals 
seeking high quality  
finishes and a fully fitted 
wardrobe service.

This brochure offers a glimpse  
of what can be achieved when  
we take a client brief and work 
with our clients and or their 
designers and architects to 
produce beautiful crafted and 
finished furniture to a plan. In
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Our best selling wardrobe, classic 
yet contemporary.

The Regency period defines 
a change in British culture, 
resulting in architecture of the 
period such as The Brighton 
Pavilion.

Provoke breathtaking visual 
moments.  This design illustrates, 
with cross fretwork, a structure 
and strength which befits that 
time of English industrial 
revolution, and the desires of the 
gentry and aristocracy.
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Finish : Bone - LittleGreenPaintCompany



The Edwardian wardrobe styles 
itself from the classic English 
panelling and doors that graced 
our houses from the Georgian 
period, through Victorian and 
Edwardian periods, distinguished 
by a 5 panel make-up.  The 
Edwardian period brought 
around a more simple use of 
materials. However the style of 
this wardrobe is, we feel, timeless 
and will suit a variety of periods 
of home, right up to modern day.
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Finish : Mink - Dulux



A classic door style, the Georgian 
creates depth with inset panels 
in a 4 or 6 configuration, either 
plain or mirrored. To us, it is 
not surprising that the classic 
wardrobes continue to be the 
choice of the connoisseur.  
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Finish : Lady Char’s Lilac - paintandpaperlibrary



The wardrobe is ideal where
you would like furniture to 
blend with the natural details 
of a period property.

The use of mirror will add 
a dramatic and functional 
feature.
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Finish : Edwardian White - Dulux

With Mirror



Metro is a contemporary 
wardrobe door design offering 
clean lines and structure.  The 
design will also suit smaller and 
darker living areas including 
dressing room wardrobe areas to 
bring ref lective light. Available in 
a plain or mirrored option.
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Finish : Plaster II - paintandpaperlibrary



Finish : Spray Finish in Edwardian White

The Art Deco movement 
inf luenced a unique style which, 
as with The Edwardian period 
and in time terms only lasted 
15 years or so, but the resulting 
designs never died.  Decadent 
line orientated shapes create an 
ambience and a visual splash of 
fun, with structure and a hint 
that, behind the doors, the owner 
will dress to impress!
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Finish : Bone - LittlegreenpaintcompanyE
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With external drawers

Inspired by the Edwardian 
Linen Press, the classic panel 
doors sit atop deep, wide drawers 
on smooth Hafele runners.  
This classic wardrobe run will 
complement British period houses 
and work especially well on a 
run along a wall, end-to-end.  
Furniture Art at its finest, added 
to high functionality.  Really 
pleasing on the eye, expertly 
crafted, made to measure  
fitted wardrobes.



Finish : Hand Painted - New White - Farrow and Ball V
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With Mirror

This design crosses over two 
periods of furniture design, 
cleverly combining The Art 
Furniture Movement with Arts 
& Crafts inf luences.  Our 
Victorian wardrobe involves a 3 
panel construction which, with 
use of mirrors, provides a twist 
to the more classic designs of 
that period.  The style provides 
a difference to the design of 
Edwardian Mirror wardrobe.



Finish : Georgetown - paintandpaperlibraryB
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Originally designed for Russell 
Brand, and using an irregular 
fretwork within a regular form, 
Bubble personifies individuality 
in furniture design; it distances 
itself from the pack creating 
a statement of contemporary 
freedom.  Often the choice for 
daughters’ and sons’ bedroom 
wardrobes.  To us, style has no 
boundaries, it’s bubblicious!



Finish : Bone - littlegreenpaintcompanyR
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Revival, as the name suggests, 
seeks back to a time of elegance 
and panache.  This popular 
wardrobe style is classical yet 
contemporary.  And the fretwork, 
in circular form, sweeps over the 
mirror to provide a subtle veil.  
The style works in all periods  
of home.
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The Regency period brought the 
dressing room to the fore with 
both ladies and gentlemen using 
their own space to wash, dress 
and entertain their visitors in 
whatever guise.  The modern 
day dressing space design fits 
with your lifestyle; your bespoke 
dressing room is your personal 
sanctuary, so make it count!  We 
offer a fully bespoke design and 
fitted dressing room and dressing 
area service for the customer with 
an eye for detail.  Surfaces and 
cabinetry from natural woods, 
contemporary folding tables and 
linen tables, stylish dressing 
tables, surfaces in hardwood, 
veneer or hand-painted to finish, 
with your space utilised to your 
own brief !

The example shows a walnut 
veneer finish to all cabinet 
surfaces, beautifully crafted to 
appeal to the connoisseur. Glass 
fronted hardwood surround 
drawers complement the style and 
natural look of the elegant wood. 
Lighting maximises the visual 
effect and classy feel. 



Finish : Off White - Dulux TradePo
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Pop’s circular shaped fretwork 
creates a stunning wardrobe look 
especially into and around corner 
wardrobes.  The period f lirts 
with the Pop Art era, and we feel 
our Pop wardrobes would blend 
into rooms adorned with modern 
inf luences from that time.  We 
like to think that Andy Warhol 
would have approved!



Finish : Bespoke hand painted B
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Contemporary cabinetry and 
bespoke cabinet manufacture in 
our range of beautiful finishes.  
We make and fit contemporary 
media walls, wall to wall library 
cabinets and office bookshelves to 
plan.  Here, Revival mirror doors 
are used opposite a bespoke 
cabinetry to extend the feeling of 
space in the dessing room.



Walnut drawers

English Wardrobe offers many 
combinations of hanging space, 
adjustable shelving, shoe trays or 
show drawers, internal wardrobe 
drawers and PIR lighting rails. 
We always ensure extra care is 
taken when considering internal 
options to make sure each 
design is custom made for the 
individual. 
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Walnut drawers

Walnut shirt trays

Finish : walnut , oak, beech, linen, ash, 
veneer or painted. 



Recent Projects

Revival/Edwardian
Finish : Spray Painted : Ammonite – Farrow and Ball



Regency end-to-end double combination aside en-suite classic door and frame



Door Designs - White
All White doors available in 
a waterbased finish for final 
decoration on site.

Edwardian - Mirror EdwardianPopRevivalDecoRegency



Door Designs - White

Georgian - Mirror GeorgianMetroMetro - MirrorVictorian - MirrorVictorian



Door Designs - White

Art Deco BaroqueRegency IICountryClassicGeorgian - Glass



Door Designs - White / Walnut / Oak

Metro - 
Brown Oak

Metro - 
Burnt Oak

Metro -  
Natural Oak

Retro - WalnutModern - WalnutColonial



Door Designs - Oak

Deco -  
Burnt Oak / Mirror

Deco - 
Brown Oak / Mirror

Metro -  
Burnt Oak / Mirror

Metro -  
Brown Oak / Mirror

Metro -  
Natural Oak / Mirror



www.englishwardrobecompany.com
Tel: 01483 459 109

sales@englishwardrobecompany.com

Bespoke choices and detail


